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We present a mean-field theory to explain the thermo-orientation effect in an off-centre Stockmayer fluid.
This effect is the underlying cause of thermally induced polarisation and thermally induced monopoles, which
have recently been predicted theoretically. Unlike previous theories that are based either on phenomenological
equations or on scaling arguments, our approach does not require any fitting parameters. Given an equation
of state and assuming local equilibrium, we construct an effective Hamiltonian for the computation of local
Boltzmann averages. This simple theoretical treatment predicts molecular orientations that are in very good
agreement with simulation results for the range of dipole strengths investigated. By decomposing the overall
alignment into contributions from the temperature and density gradients, we shed further light on how the
non-equilibrium result arises from the competition between the two gradients.
Temperature gradients are responsible for many fascinating
coupling effects in condensed-matter systems, such as driving
flow via thermophoresis leading to mass separation in mix-
tures [1], inducing thermo-osmotic slip along a surface [2], or
causing thermoelectric effects through ion transport in elec-
trolytes [3]. In polar liquids, temperature gradients can induce
appreciable electric fields even in the absence of ions by affecting
the molecules’ orientational order [4]. This ‘thermo-polarisation’
(TP) effect is closely related to the thermo-orientation effect in
non-polar fluids [5, 6]. The existence of the TP effect has
been verified numerically for a range of different models of
water [4, 7, 8], polar dumbbell molecules [5, 9], and an off-centre
Stockmayer model for which the induced TP field is equivalent
to one generated by a Coulomb charge [10].
Microscopic interactions in systems out of thermal equilibrium
are typically limited to a phenomenological treatment based
on the theory of non-equilibrium thermodynamics [1]. While
this theory predicts a linear relationship between the TP field
and the temperature gradient [4], it involves phenomenological
coefficients that are unknown and require fitting to simulation
data. Recently, this shortcoming was addressed by using a mean-
field theoretical approach [6], which captured the scaling of the
induced alignment of size-asymmetric polar dumbbell molecules
accurately. However, this approach entails an unknown parameter
that is either estimated from dimensional arguments or fitted to
simulation data.
In principle, it should be possible to eliminate this restriction
and base quantitative predictions solely on the knowledge of
the molecular geometry, the local thermodynamic state and the
prevailing temperature and density gradients. In this Letter, we
propose a mean-field approach to predict the thermally induced
alignment of an off-centre Stockmayer liquid without the need
for any fitting parameters. In this particularly simple model
of a polar fluid [10], the original Stockmayer potential [11] is
modified by displacing the Lennard-Jones (LJ) site from the
position of the dipole p, which continues to be located at the
centre of mass. Such asymmetry is required to produce forces
that reorientate molecules in thermal gradients. The relative
displacement is given by αp^ (Fig. 1), where α is a parameter that
controls the level of asymmetry, and p^ = p/|p| [10]. In all cases
studied here, we use α = −1/4 (in reduced units; see SI Sec. S1),
in line with previous work [10].
To simplify the theoretical treatment, we assume that (i) the
effect can be described by considering a single particle only,
(ii) the average net force acting on this particle vanishes at
|α |
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Figure 1. Off-centre Stockmayer particle and its steady-state force
balance. The particle’s centre of mass is located at z0 and coincides
with the location of the point dipole p. At steady state, the external
force fext is balanced by the force fcm acting at the centre of mass and
the force fLJ acting at the LJ site. Upon rotating the dipole by an angle
θ relative to the z axis, the z position of the LJ site is z0 + α cos θ (since
α < 0).
steady state, and (iii) the system is at local equilibrium. Suppose
thermodynamic quantities and forces of interest vary along the
z axis. The orientation of the particle can then be defined by
the polar angle between its dipole moment vector and this axis,
cos θ = p^ · z^. If we have an effective Hamiltonian H(cos θ; z0)
that can account for the energy change upon rotating a particle
about its centre of mass at position z0 (Fig. 1), we can compute
the Boltzmann-weighted average of the induced orientation [6],
〈cos θ(z0)〉 = 1Q(z0)
∫ 1
−1
q exp[−β(z0)H(q; z0)] dq, (1)
where Q(z0) =
∫ 1
−1 exp[−βH(q; z0)] dq, β(z0) = 1/kBT(z0),
T(z0) is the absolute temperature at z0 and kB is Boltzmann’s
constant. Integration over the azimuth angle is omitted because
contributions in the numerator and the denominator cancel out.
According to assumption (ii), on average all forces acting on
a particle add up to zero so that the system does not undergo
continual net acceleration. Individual forces can, however, act
at different locations within the particle and thereby generate a
torque. There are three possible sites at which these forces could
attach in our model system: the LJ site, the point dipole site and
the centre of mass. Since the latter two coincide, any external
force fextz^ acting on the particle must be balanced by the sum of
a force fcmz^ acting on the centre of mass and a force fLJz^ acting
on the LJ site, so that
fLJ + fcm + fext = 0. (2)
The overall torque acting on the particle is therefore given
by αp^ × fLJ. An infinitesimal rotation changes the energy by
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2− fLJα d(cos θ). However, this rotation polarises the liquid, and
wemust therefore account for the coupling between the dipole and
the mean electric field 〈E(z0)〉. Combining both contributions,
the work done to rotate the particle is approximated as
H(cos θ; z0) = −α cos θ fLJ(z0) − p cos θ〈E(z0)〉. (3)
Using this Hamiltonian, Eq. (1) yields 〈cos θ(z0)〉 = coth ξ −
ξ−1 = ξ/3 + O(ξ3), where ξ = β(z0)α fLJ(z0) + β(z0)p〈E(z0)〉.
For |ξ |  1, we can truncate the series at linear order in ξ. We
further approximate the field self-consistently using [6]
〈E(z0)〉 ≈ −4piρ(z0)p〈cos θ(z0)〉, (4)
where ρ(z0) is the number density, and thus obtain our central
result for the mean alignment,
〈cos θ(z)〉 = β(z)α fLJ(z)
3 + 4piρ(z)β(z)p2 . (5)
Apart from the nature of the force, this expression is analogous
to Eq. (11) of Ref. 6.
To benchmark the predictions of this equation against sim-
ulation results, we ran non-equilibrium molecular dynamics
(NEMD) simulations of an off-centre Stockmayer fluid in a quasi-
one-dimensional geometry. We imposed temperature and density
gradients by simulating a hot and a cold reservoir orthogonal to
the z axis [8], so that all thermodynamic driving forces varied
only along z. Following the approach of Daub et al. [9], we
disentangled the effects of the two gradients by applying a body
force to each particle. In ‘∇ρ runs’, we generated a density
gradient by applying a body force to the centre of mass of each
particle in an equilibrium NVT simulation. Similarly, in ‘∇T
runs’, we eliminated the density gradient by applying a body
force of opposite sign to the NEMD run. This procedure allowed
us to decompose the non-equilibrium phenomenon into an equi-
librium problem at constant temperature and a non-equilibrium
problem at constant density. We show typical ρ and T profiles
of all three runs for an off-centre LJ system (i.e. at zero dipole
strength) in Fig. 2(a). We adjusted the applied body forces to
yield gradients within 1% of the NEMD results. Full technical
details of the simulation set-up are given in SI Sec. S2.
The applied body force in simulation corresponds to fext in
Fig. 1. To determine fLJ, we first compute fcm and then invoke
the force-balance argument [Eq. (2)], fLJ = − fext − fcm. In the
absence of a dipole, the centre of mass itself does not exhibit any
direct interaction with other particles. In simulations, forces are
computed from gradients of the potential energy, and so do not
include thermodynamic forces arising from momentum degrees
of freedom. The z component of the average force derived from
the potential energy 〈 fi〉 balances such ‘ideal’ forces at steady
state; we demonstrate in SI Sec. S4 that 〈 fi〉 = f idext, where
f idext =

(
∂µid
∂ρ
)
T
dρ
dz =
kBT
ρ
dρ
dz for ∇ρ runs,[
sid +
(
∂µid
∂T
)
ρ
]
dT
dz = kB
dT
dz for ∇T runs,
(6)
with µid being the ideal chemical potential and sid the ideal
entropy per particle.
To compute fLJ, we need to consider which part of the ideal
force exerts a torque. Although this point is not immediately
obvious, comparison with simulation data for 〈cos θ〉 answers
this question unambiguously: the term proportional to ∇ρ does
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Figure 2. Off-centre LJ. L = 31.45. (a) Density and temperature
profiles for NEMD, ∇ρ and ∇T runs with reservoirs shaded. (b) Mean
orientation from simulation (symbols) and theoretical predictions (solid
lines). Dashed coloured lines correspond to incorrect attachment sites
of f idext. Points at which force superposition (dotted line) is expected to
perform well are indicated by dashed vertical lines. Symbols are larger
than error bars.
not generate a torque, and we can interpret it as a force acting
on the centre of mass ( f (∇ρ)cm = − f idext). The term proportional
to ∇T , however, generates a torque that we can translate into
an apparent force acting on the LJ site (so that f (∇T )cm = 0).
We find it somewhat curious that the two gradients behave
differently in this respect; however, we do not at present have a
clear physical argument for this behaviour. The force-balance
argument [Eq. (2)] thus gives
fLJ = − fext +
{
kBT
ρ
dρ
dz for ∇ρ runs,
0 for ∇T runs. (7)
Using this expression and fits to the sampled density and temper-
ature profiles, we employ Eq. (5) to obtain a theoretical estimate
of 〈cos θ〉.
We show the theoretical prediction and simulation data for
a representative thermodynamic state in Fig. 2(b), alongside
alternative predictions with the apparent attachment sites of
f idext swapped (dashed lines), demonstrating that our choice of
attachment sites in Eq. (7) is correct. Theoretical predictions
agree remarkably well with simulation data in the regions outside
the reservoirs. Close to the reservoirs, the agreement is worse,
perhaps because of the discontinuous nature of the employed
thermostat, which creates an interface and likely violates our
local equilibrium assumption. Interestingly, the density gradient
induces a rotation of the LJ site towards lower densities, while
the temperature gradient has the opposite effect. In each case,
the alignment is an order of magnitude larger than in the NEMD
case. These individual gradients also allow us to estimate the
NEMD result for the points at which ρ and T agree in all three
runs, i.e. at z = ±L/4, where ρ = ρ and T = T . To this end, we
summed the two forces in Eq. (7) and employed Eq. (5) together
with the NEMD density and temperature profiles. We show
in Fig. 2(b) that the superposition estimate is in rather good
3agreement with the simulation result not only for z = ±L/4,
but everywhere outside the reservoirs. The good agreement
with simulation results demonstrates that our theory captures the
underlying physics accurately in the non-polar case and suggests
that the assumptions underlying our theoretical treatment are
reasonable.
Next, we studied the behaviour of an off-centre Stockmayer
fluid for different dipole strengths p2 ∈ [0, 3]. To make compar-
isons meaningful, we chose a reference state of T = 1.25 and
ρ = 0.82, at which the equilibrium Stockmayer fluid is a liquid
for all dipole strengths considered [12]. We imposed the same
temperature gradient in all NEMD runs by fixing the reservoir
temperatures while letting the induced density vary (Fig. S1).
To rule out the presence of nematic or ferrofluidic phases, we
measured the correlation functions h110(r) and h220(r) and veri-
fied that both vanish as r → ∞ [13]. As in the non-polar case,
the crucial quantity for our theory is fLJ, whose estimation is
now complicated by dipole–dipole interactions. The dipole is
located at the centre of mass, and we assume any dipole-induced
isotropic force contribution attaches to that site, adding to fcm.
Suppose fext(p2) is the external force that generates the target
density gradient in a ∇ρ run with dipole strength p2. This force
differs from that required to generate the same density gradient
in the non-polar case by ∆ fdip(p2) = fext(p2) − fext(0). Since all
other parameters are kept fixed, we can attribute the entirety of
this force to the presence of the dipole. An analogous result holds
for the ∇T run, where the force difference is evaluated for a fixed
temperature gradient at constant density. In order to employ the
force-balance argument [Eq. (2)] to compute fLJ, we also need
to determine where the ideal forces [Eq. (6)] effectively attach.
In the non-polar case, the ideal force proportional to ∇ρ acted at
the centre of mass. We do not expect this behaviour to change for
p2 , 0 because the dipole is located at the same site. However,
the situation is less clear for the ∇T contribution, which we
initially assigned solely to the LJ site. It is not unreasonable to
assume that for sufficiently large p2, because the dipole is at the
centre of mass, some part of this balancing ideal force will also
act at this site, but the dipole strength at which this shift becomes
relevant to our theory is not obvious. For a Stockmayer system,
a dipole strength of p2 = 0.25 constitutes an almost negligible
perturbation to pure LJ [14], and we do not therefore expect
the behaviour to change qualitatively in this case. However,
electrostatic contributions increase rapidly with p2 [14]; thus,
for p2 ≥ 1, we split the ideal balancing force equally between
fLJ and fcm, i.e. the ideal ∇T force is assumed to generate only
half the torque compared to the p2 < 1 case. As we lack further
insight into the precise mechanism by which this process occurs,
our choice is rather arbitrary; for completeness, we provide
the results for an alternative choice in Fig. S2. Gathering all
contributions and assuming force balance [Eq. (2)], we find
fLJ(p2) = − fext(0) +

kBT
ρ
dρ
dz for ∇ρ runs,
0 for ∇T runs if p2 < 1,
1
2 kB
dT
dz for ∇T runs if p2 ≥ 1.
(8)
Apart from the behaviour of the ideal force, this result is identical
to Eq. (7). The difference between fLJ(p2) and fLJ(0) ≡ fLJ is
that all terms are evaluated for a different thermodynamic state,
since the density profile changes with dipole strength (Fig. S1).
We compare simulation results to the theoretical estimates
obtainedwithEqs (5) and (8) (Fig. 3). For the∇ρ and∇T runs, the
magnitude of the alignment is maximal for p = 0 and decreases
quickly with p due to the energetically unfavourable interaction
with the total electric field. For the highest dipole strength (p2 =
3), the induced alignment is approximately an order of magnitude
lower than in the non-polar case. Intriguingly, the presence
of the dipole flips the sign of the orientation in the NEMD
run, a feature not observed for size-asymmetric polar dumbbell
molecules [9]. The crossover occurs close to p2 = 0.2, where the
alignments from the density and temperature gradients almost
exactly compensate one another. Furthermore, the NEMD result
remains largely unchanged for p2 ≥ 1, perhaps indicating that
the effect becomes saturated. Overall, our theoretical prediction
agrees very well with the simulation data. By construction,
absolute errors in the predictions for the individual gradient
contributions propagate to the prediction for the NEMD result
because we add up the two forces. This point is well illustrated
for p2 = 3, where the ∼20% error in the prediction of the ∇T-run
result causes the estimate for the NEMD run to be shifted by the
same constant. Despite this limitation, these results suggest our
mean-field theory captures the essential physics underlying this
non-equilibrium phenomenon very well.
So far, we have treated fLJ as an input parameter and determ-
ined it numerically to match a density gradient. However, we
may be able to predict the force acting on the LJ site from the
equation of state (EOS), for which accurate fits exist [15, 16].
Starting from the Gibbs–Duhem relation, we find an explicit ex-
pression for the external force in terms of the chemical potential
µ (SI Sec. S3),
fext =
(
∂µ
∂ρ
)
T
dρ
dz
+
[
s +
(
∂µ
∂T
)
ρ
]
dT
dz
. (9)
At local equilibrium, this force will be exactly balanced by a
pressure-gradient force
fbalance = fcm + fLJ = − 1
ρ
[(
∂P
∂ρ
)
T
dρ
dz
+
(
∂P
∂T
)
ρ
dT
dz
]
, (10)
so that the sum of both forces vanishes. For ∇ρ runs, all terms in
Eq. (9) involving a temperature gradient vanish, and vice versa
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Figure 3. Mean orientation from simulation (symbols) and theoretical
predictions (solid lines) for an off-centre Stockmayer liquid at varying
dipole strength. L = 30.53. Only the region between the reservoirs is
shown for compactness. Results were averaged over both halves of the
simulation box to improve statistics.
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are larger than error bars. States corresponding to (a) Fig. 2 and
(b) Fig. 3(iv).
for ∇T runs, so the external force can be written as
fext(0) =
{
(∂µ/∂ρ)T (dρ/dz) for ∇ρ runs,[
s + (∂µ/∂T)ρ
](dT/dz) for ∇T runs. (11)
Therefore, to generate (say) a density gradient, instead of ad-
justing the external force until we get agreement with NEMD
results, we can use the Johnson EOS [15] and Eq. (11) to predict
it by multiplying the derivative of the chemical potential by the
density gradient we wish to match. For suitably large system
sizes, simulation results are in excellent agreement with the
target value (deviation <1%). The predicted force cancelling
the gradient in ∇T runs is less accurate (deviation ∼2.5%).
A comparison of simulation results with the theoretical pre-
diction of Eqs (5) and (11) using the Johnson EOS [15] is shown
in Fig. 4. For off-centre LJ (Fig. 4(a)), the predictions are almost
as accurate as the ones obtained with the numerically determ-
ined force (Fig. 2(b)). The agreement is excellent for ∇ρ runs
and exhibits only a slight deviation (∼5%) for ∇T runs. Super-
position of the forces yields again an accurate estimate for the
NEMD result with a deviation of only ∼20%. For the polar case
(Fig. 4(b)), the EOS estimate yields very accurate predictions
for ∇ρ runs and overestimates the alignment in ∇T runs only
slightly. The prediction for NEMD runs is shifted by the same
constant and is off by ∼30% compared to the simulation result.
Although the estimates are not as accurate as the original ones
(Fig. 3), we find it remarkable that such good agreement can be
achieved solely based on the LJ EOS. While not perfect, this
route provides a particularly facile back-of-the-envelope estim-
ate of the degree of molecular alignment without needing any
simulations at all. Interestingly, while our theory is approximate
and relies on the assumption of local equilibrium, it gives reli-
able estimates even for the very large gradients considered here
(|dT/dz | ∼ 2 × 109 Km−1 for typical molecular LJ parameters).
In summary, we have proposed a mean-field theory to explain
the thermo-orientation and thermo-polarisation effects exhibited
by an off-centre Stockmayer liquid. Our theoretical predictions
are in very good agreement with simulation results for a range
of dipole strengths, including in the absence of any dipole. In
line with previous work [6], we found that the two effects are
caused by the same underlying physical mechanism. Differences
in the predicted alignment as a function of the dipole strength are
mainly caused by the energetic penalty for forming an electric
field and the behaviour of ideal forces when dipoles are present.
By separating temperature and density gradients using applied
body forces, we found the individual contributions lead to an
alignment of opposite sign, which can be rationalised by the
requirement for overall force balance in the non-equilibrium
steady state. Finally, we demonstrated that very reasonable
predictions can be obtained solely based on the LJ EOS and
the non-equilibrium density and temperature profiles. In future
work, it will be interesting to see whether our theory can be
extended to water, where quadrupolar interactions are known to
play an important role in thermal polarisation [8, 17].
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
S1 REDUCED UNITS
We non-dimensionalise all quantities in our work in terms
of ε, the Lennard-Jones (LJ) well depth; σ, the LJ diameter;
kB, Boltzmann’s constant; ε0, the electric constant; and m, the
particle mass, as shown in the following table.
Reduced quantity Definition
distance `∗ `/σ
number density ρ∗ ρσ3
force f ∗ fσ/ε
time t∗ t/
√
σ2m/ε
temperature T∗ kBT/ε
dipole moment p∗ p/
√
4piε0εσ3
For notational simplicity, we have not denoted reduced quantities
with asterisks in the main text.
S2 SIMULATION DETAILS
We used a modified version of the Lammps simulation pack-
age [19] (v. 11Aug17) to perform all molecular dynamics sim-
ulations presented in this work. In all cases, we employed
a fully periodic tetragonal simulation box with dimensions
3Lx = 3Ly = Lz ≡ L containing 5832 off-centre Stockmayer
particles [10]. The off-centre potential is a modification of the
original Stockmayer pair potential [11] for which the LJ site
is displaced from the dipole site by a vector αp^, where α is a
5control parameter that we set to −σ/4, and p^ is the unit vector
of the dipole moment (Fig. 1).
The off-centre Stockmayer potential is given by [10]
φi j = 4ε
[(
σ
ξi j
)12
−
(
σ
ξi j
)6]
− pi · pj − 3(pi · r^i j)(r^i j · pj)
4piε0r3i j
,
(S1)
where ri and pi are the position vector and dipole moment vector
of particle i, ri j = rj − ri is the interparticle vector, r^i j = ri j/ri j
and ξi j = |ri j + α(p^j − p^i)|. Electrostatic interactions are not
affected by the displacement of the LJ site and were treated with
Ewald summation and tinfoil boundary conditions [20]. We set
the cutoff radius to 7σ for all types of interaction and specified
a relative accuracy of approximately 10−5 for the computation
of long-range forces. Lammps source files containing our imple-
mentation of the off-centre Stockmayer potential are available
for download with the supporting data.
To equilibrate our systems, we followed the protocol outlined
in Ref. 10. We first generated a lattice structure with random
dipole orientations and equilibrated it in an NVT simulation for
at least 2 × 103τ, where τ = σ√m/ε is the unit of time. In
NVT simulations, we set the relaxation time of the Nosé–Hoover
thermostat [21] to 0.5τ. We employed a time step of∆t = 0.005τ
for the discrete time integration for the simulations corresponding
to Fig. 2 and ∆t = 0.004τ for the ones corresponding to Fig. 3.
In ∇ρ runs, we imposed a body force acting on each particle
during this equilibration run in order to establish the desired
density gradient. Subsequently, we performed the production
run retaining this body force, and we sampled spatial profiles
for temperature, density and molecular orientation. For ∇T
runs and full NEMD runs, we adjusted velocities of the last
configuration of the NVT simulation so that the total energy
matched the average energy sampled [22]. We then equilibrated
the system for another 2 × 103τ in an NVE simulation before
imposing either a heat flux using the eHEX algorithm [22] or
a temperature gradient by applying two Gaussian thermostats
locally to adjust the non-translational kinetic energy inside the
reservoirs appropriately. The former approach is suitable when
imposing a constant heat flux (e.g. the results presented in Fig. 2),
while the latter is better suited when a constant temperature
gradient is desired (e.g. the results presented in Fig. 3).
We waited for at least 2 × 103τ for a steady state to become
fully established and for any transient behaviour to vanish before
starting production runs. For ∇T runs, we imposed a body force
both during the steady-state equilibration and in the production
run in order to remove the density gradient. Production runs were
simulated for between 1 × 105τ and 5 × 105τ; we stopped simu-
lations when the statistics for 〈cos θ〉 were sufficiently converged.
Even for the longest simulation (the NEMD run in Fig. 2), we
did not observe any energy loss with the eHEX algorithm. As
pointed out in Ref. 8, the piecewise constant profile for 〈cos θ〉
is established fairly quickly, but because there is no energetic
penalty for having a net dipole moment with tinfoil boundary
conditions, long simulation times may be required for 〈cos θ〉
to be centred around zero perfectly. Since the constant term
(1/L)
∫
L
〈cos θ(z)〉 dz is very small and must vanish by symmetry
for an infinitely long run, we are justified in subtracting it from
the sampled profile 〈cos θ(z)〉 to reduce the computational cost.
Imposing a piecewise constant force proportional to sgn(z)z^
leads to a serious drift in the total energy in NVE simulations.
We found this problem to be related to the discontinuity of the
force at the origin when a piecewise constant force was applied.
The problem was only observable in NVE simulations or in
combination with the eHEX algorithm, because in all other cases
the lost energy is re-supplied by the thermostat. To resolve it,
we fitted third-order polynomials inside the reservoirs so that
the resulting force profile was continuously differentiable. This
procedure eliminated the energy drift completely.
S3 FORCE DERIVATION
In this section, we derive the analytical force expressions given
by Eqs (6)–(8). We start from the fundamental equation for the
internal energy E ,
dE = T dS − P dV + F dz + µ dN, (S2)
where S is the entropy, P the pressure, V the volume, F is a force
acting on the system, µ the chemical potential and N the number
of particles. TheGibbs energy is given byG = E−TS+PV = µN ,
so its total differential can be written as
dG = F dz + µ dN − S dT + V dP = N dµ + µ dN . (S3)
After division by N , we obtain the Gibbs–Duhem analogue
dµ = f dz − s dT + v dP, (S4)
where v = 1/ρ. Since µ = µ(ρ, T) and P = P(ρ, T), we can
write the total differentials of both functions as
dµ =
(
∂µ
∂ρ
)
T
dρ +
(
∂µ
∂T
)
ρ
dT and (S5)
dP =
(
∂P
∂ρ
)
T
dρ +
(
∂P
∂T
)
ρ
dT . (S6)
Temperature and density vary only with z and their total differ-
entials are given by
dρ =
dρ
dz
dz and dT =
dT
dz
dz. (S7)
Combining Eqs (S4)–(S7) and comparing the coefficients of the
differentials, we find that the force per particle can be expressed
as
f =
(
∂µ
∂ρ
)
T
dρ
dz
+
[
s +
(
∂µ
∂T
)
ρ
]
dT
dz︸                                  ︷︷                                  ︸
fext
− 1
ρ
[(
∂P
∂ρ
)
T
dρ
dz
+
(
∂P
∂T
)
ρ
dT
dz
]
︸                                   ︷︷                                   ︸
fbalance
.
(S8)
The overall thermodynamic force acting on a particle vanishes
at equilibrium, i.e. f = 0. If we identify the force fext as an
externally applied force, at equilibrium, it must therefore be
compensated exactly by the balancing force fbalance.
S4 IDEAL FORCE
We can express the chemical potential as the sum of an ideal
and an excess contribution, µ = µid + µex. This implies that we
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Figure S0. Residual force measured in simulation (symbols) for the
off-centre Stockmayer system with p2 = 1 alongside the predicted ideal
contributions from Eq. (S13) (dashed lines). Symbols are larger than
error bars.
can also split the external force [Eq. (S8)] into an ideal and an
excess contribution,
fext = f idext + f
ex
ext. (S9)
Our goal in this section is to relate the ideal force f idext to the
average force experienced by a particle in simulation,
〈 fi〉 =
〈
fext +
∑
j
fi j
〉
, (S10)
where fi j is the pairwise force computed from Eq. (S1) that
is exerted on particle i by particle j. Because µid is derived
from the kinetic term in the canonical partition function, and
therefore also applies to an ideal gas, we cannot interpret f idext as
the gradient of a potential energy. Therefore, 〈∑j fi j〉 will only
be able to balance the excess contribution of the external force,
and
〈 fi〉 = f idext =
(
∂µid
∂ρ
)
T
dρ
dz
+
[
sid +
(
∂µid
∂T
)
ρ
]
dT
dz
. (S11)
We can straightforwardly evaluate the right-hand side of the above
equation using the ideal chemical potential µid = kBT ln(ρΛ3)
and the Sackur–Tetrode expression for the ideal entropy,
sid =
5kB
2
− kB ln(ρΛ3), (S12)
where Λ is the de Broglie thermal wavelength. The ideal force
thus evaluates to
f idext =
kBT
ρ
dρ
dz
+ kB
dT
dz
. (S13)
In ∇ρ runs, the second term is zero, whilst in ∇T runs, the first
term is zero, giving the result we used in the main text. We
note that, although our particles have orientational degrees of
freedom, contributions to the ideal force due to ideal rotational
motion evaluate to zero. Furthermore, 〈 fi〉 being non-zero does
not imply a continual net acceleration of the particle, because this
force is balanced by the ideal pressure Pid = ρkBT [Eq. (S8)].
To test Eq. (S11) numerically, we sampled 〈 fi〉 during produc-
tion runs and compared it to the analytical expression [Eq. (S13)],
as shown in Fig. S0. The simulation results are in excellent agree-
ment with the theoretical expression.
S5 SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES
Here, we present some additional results in support of Fig. 3.
Figure S1 provides the density and temperature profiles for the
states shown in Fig. 3. We fixed the temperatures of the hot and
cold slabs to match the temperature profiles in all NEMD and
∇T runs. The resulting density gradient increases with dipole
strength.
As outlined in the main text, for p2 ≥ 1, we assigned half the
temperature-gradient-induced ideal force to the centre of mass.
To highlight the consequences of this physically motivated but
to some extent arbitrary choice, we also present results for an
alternative treatment in which the entire force acts on the LJ site
(Fig. S2). The ideal force only has a small effect on the results
for p2 ≥ 1 (dotted lines), but splitting the force across the LJ and
centre of mass sites yields better agreement with the simulation
data (solid lines).
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Figure S1. Density and temperature gradients for the off-centre Stock-
mayer system of Fig. 3. The profiles become slightly non-linear for
large dipole moments. The temperature gradients do not change as a
function of p2; the mean gradient is |dT/dz | = 0.010 for all ∇T runs.
However, the density gradients change significantly, and mean values of
the absolute density gradients are shown in the table.
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Figure S2. Mean orientation for an off-centre Stockmayer liquid for an
alternative choice of ideal attachment sites. Symbols represent simu-
lation results and solid lines correspond to the theoretical predictions
discussed in the main text. Dotted lines give an alternative set of
theoretical predictions where the ideal balancing force acts entirely on
the LJ site for the ∇T runs.
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